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Abstract: This paper investigates the effect on compaction and subsidence induced by gas production
using two techniques for coupling fluid-flow and geomechanics. To this end, a synthetic case
representing a typical, shallow, weakly compacted, multi-layered, off-shore gas reservoir in the
Adriatic Sea was set up and its dynamic and mechanic behavior during gas production was analyzed.
Three numerical models (i.e., geological; fluid-flow and geomechanical) were built using high
quality data set from an existing gas-bearing formation (off-shore Croatia). The laboratory analyses
for deformation and strength parameters determination were conducted together with tests to
define the coupling law required by the adopted coupling technique. Experimental data showed
strong permeability stress-dependent behavior of core samples retrieved from gas bearing layers.
Nevertheless, the results showed that the system stress-strain evolution always remains in the elastic
domain and the deformation magnitude is extremely narrow (10−4 m/m) due to the limited net
effective stress variation induced by the stressed production scenarios. The difference between the
coupling techniques is negligible in terms of subsidence evolution at ground level but not in terms of
compaction at reservoir level. Furthermore, the two-way coupled technique could be used for better
development planning by integrating reservoir, drilling and completion management.
Keywords: subsidence; compaction; laboratory analyses; stress-dependent permeability; coupled
fluid-flow and stress-strain analysis

1. Introduction
Massive prospection activities and natural gas production has been seen offshore the North
Adriatic Sea since the 1960s. Because of the high urbanization rate of the North Adriatic coast,
particular attention has been paid to predicting long-term induced subsidence, as good practice of a
sustainable oil industry approach [1,2]. To this end, numerous fluid-flow and geomechanical numerical
models have been set up and eventually calibrated to analyze the phenomena both at single reservoir
scale as well as at global regional scale [3–6].
The North Adriatic gas bearing formations are complex, multi-layered and connected to large
aquifers—in fact they often share common aquifers. Production can induce non-homogeneous
depletion because of different aquifer influxes and high formation anisotropy, which usually generates
permeability barriers in the vertical flow direction. Furthermore, in case of shallow and weakly
compacted reservoirs, petrophysical effects (in terms of porosity and permeability variation) relating
to compaction can be particularly pronounced. In this scenario, subsidence induced by reservoir
compaction can be very complex phenomena.
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Compaction and subsidence analyses via numerical modeling approaches can be performed
with different increasing degrees of coupling between fluid-flow and stress-strain phenomena [7–9].
The one-way coupling technique (or uncoupled approach) represents the lower degree of coupling
and it is widely adopted for subsidence analysis because it is a straightforward and less expensive
method (in terms of required input parameters and computational time). Nevertheless, only a two-way
coupling or a fully coupled approach can capture the effect of rock deformation on petrophysical
characteristics (i.e., porosity/permeability) and, consequently, on pressure evolution, particularly
pronounced in shallow, poorly consolidated formations [7,8,10].
The scope of this paper is to investigate the effect of coupling techniques for compaction
and subsidence phenomena simulation induced in shallow, weakly compacted reservoirs by gas
exploitation. To this end, a synthetic case representing a typical off-shore, multi-layered gas reservoir
in the North Adriatic Sea was set up and analyzed. These sedimentary sequences exhibit anisotropic
permeability, so they represent an appropriate domain to investigate the potential improvement in
phenomena simulation via coupling stress and permeability [5,6].
Three 3D numerical models were defined, each one dedicated to a specific domain of investigation:
(1) geological model representing structural and geological features; (2) fluid-flow model for simulating
pressure evolution in time and space; and (3) geomechanical model for predicting the system’s
stress-strain behavior. Real data and information from an existing gas-bearing formation in off-shore
Croatia was adopted for model set-up. In particular, an accurate geotechnical characterization of the
reservoir formation was developed via laboratory tests on available cores. The routine analyses for
deformation and strength parameter determination were conducted together with dedicated tests
for the definition of the coupling law required by the adopted coupling technique. Fluid flow and
stress-strain phenomena evolution was then simulated for different scenarios, in terms of primary
drive mechanism and geomechanical characterization together with different degrees of coupling
techniques and coupling laws.
2. Case Study Definition
The investigated area (Figure 1) is the Northern area of the Adriatic basin bounded by three
collisional belts: the Dinarides to the E, the Southern Alps to the N and the Northern Appenines to
the W. During the Cenozoic the Northern Adriatic basin acted as a foredeep-foreland basin for the
three collisional belts and its present day geological configuration is the result of the orogenic history
experienced by the surrounding belts during the Paleocene-Eocene (Dinaric system), Miocene-Early
Pliocene (Southern Alpine system) and Pliocene-Pleistocene (Apennine system) [11].
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Figure 1. Field location and simplified structural map of the western sector of the North Adriatic
Figure 1. Field location and simplified structural map of the western sector of the North Adriatic Basin
Basin (modified from [12,13]).
(modified from [12,13]).
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Figure 2. Workflow for integrated modeling.
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vertical stress was calculated from rock-density information acquired via wireline logs; the minor
principal stress was estimated from hydraulic fracturing measurements and the major horizontal
stress from regional trends in the area. The state of stress is gravitational and the vertical effective
stress gradient is approximately 0.103 bar/m whereas the minimum horizontal effective stress
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was imposed, in accordance to the available information and data. In particular, the total vertical
stress was calculated from rock-density information acquired via wireline logs; the minor principal
stress was estimated from hydraulic fracturing measurements and the major horizontal stress from
regional trends in the area. The state of stress is gravitational and the vertical effective stress gradient is
approximately
bar/m
whereas the minimum horizontal effective stress gradient is 0.062 bar/m.
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the use ofthe
integrative
components
of the rockoftesting
apparatus
apparatus to guarantee proper execution of CIU and CID: a dedicated saturation panel connected to
the Hoek cell was designed for pore pressure control during every phase of the analysis.
The analysis of grain size distribution of the samples, with varying densities and fines content,
allowed the drainage choice during the deviatoric application phase of the triaxial tests. The samples
of the PLQ1 D1A with sand-silt mixtures with significant fines content (about 30%) were tested
under undrained conditions (CIU), while the samples of the PLQ A5 with low fines content (about
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The interpretation of sonic and density logs, acquired in the reservoir where the cores were
The interpretation of sonic and density logs, acquired in the reservoir where the cores were
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retrieved, provided the dynamic elastic modulus values as a function of depth. The dynamic
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4. Coupled Analysis
4. Coupled Analysis
Thetechniques
techniquesof of
coupling
fluid-flow
and geomechanics
are mainly
classified
fully
The
coupling
fluid-flow
and geomechanics
are mainly
classified
into fullyinto
coupled
coupled and partially coupled approaches. In the fully coupled approach, also named implicit, fluid
and partially coupled approaches. In the fully coupled approach, also named implicit, fluid flow and
flow and displacement calculations are performed together and the software can solve both the
displacement calculations are performed together and the software can solve both the fluid-dynamic
fluid-dynamic and the geomechanical variables. However, this approach requires more code
and the geomechanical variables. However, this approach requires more code development than other
development than other techniques [7].
techniques [7].
The partially coupled approach can solve the problem as rigorously as the fully coupled
The partially coupled approach can solve the problem as rigorously as the fully coupled solution
solution if iterated to full convergence [10]. The partially coupled approach solves fluid-flow and
if iterated to full convergence [10]. The partially coupled approach solves fluid-flow and stress-strain
stress-strain equations separately for each time step. The coupling is carried out using an interface
equations separately for each time step. The coupling is carried out using an interface code to allow
code to allow communication between a standard reservoir simulator and geomechanical software.
communication between a standard reservoir simulator and geomechanical software. These interface
These interface codes can be developed according to different methodologies such as explicit
codes can be developed according to different methodologies such as explicit coupling (one-way
coupling (one-way coupling) or iteratively coupling (two-way coupling).
coupling) or iteratively coupling (two-way coupling).
In this study the system behavior was investigated according to the one-way and two-way
In this study the system behavior was investigated according to the one-way and two-way
coupling techniques. According to the one-way coupling approach, the formation stress-strain
coupling techniques. According to the one-way coupling approach, the formation stress-strain
evolution is determined as a consequence of pore pressure variations, but the pressure field is
evolution is determined as a consequence of pore pressure variations, but the pressure field
supposed to be independent from the induced rock mass deformations, i.e., formation petrophysical
is supposed to be independent from the induced rock mass deformations, i.e., formation
properties remain unchanged. The fluid-flow and the stress-strain equations are solved separately
using dedicated reservoir and geomechanical simulators. As has been discussed in the literature [8–
10,28–31], the one-way coupling approach represents the primary method for subsidence calculation
due to its relative tight computational time and easiness of application together with reliable
phenomena simulation and prediction. Moreover, the geomechanical model characterization can be
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petrophysical properties remain unchanged. The fluid-flow and the stress-strain equations are solved
separately using dedicated reservoir and geomechanical simulators. As has been discussed in the
literature [8–10,28–31], the one-way coupling approach represents the primary method for subsidence
calculation due to its relative tight computational time and easiness of application together with
reliable phenomena simulation and prediction. Moreover, the geomechanical model characterization
can be properly achieved via routine geotechnical laboratory analysis for strength and deformation
parameters determination.
Conversely, the two-way coupling approach also allows simulating the effect on pressure
evolution of the petrophysical variation induced by the rock mass deformation. The fluid flow
and the stress-strain equations are solved separately and sequentially for each selected time step of
analysis via dynamic software and geomechanical software. The coupling is achieved via an interfacial
code for the back-and-forth data exchange, eventually involving an iterative technique for the update
of porosity/permeability. The latter is usually assumed as coupling variables: they become a function
of the main problem unknowns, i.e., pressure and stress/strain. Numerous case studies demonstrate
the importance of the two-way coupling approach for reliable subsidence prediction in case of high
stress-dependent porosity/permeability. It is usually used for analyzing shallow, poorly consolidated
formations [7,8,10]. Nevertheless, this approach can be computationally time consuming and it requires
dedicated laboratory analysis to identify the coupling law which describes petrophysical parameters
variation in relation to pressure/deformation.
The coupling approach should produce the same results when using small time steps and
tight convergence tolerances. In elastic domain, the choice of time step size depends mainly on
the magnitude of the pore pressure variation. For the investigated system, smaller time steps are used
at the beginning of the run to produce an accurate solution during the production period and looser
time-stepping for the following 40-year timeframe.
Coupling Laws
For the case at hand, the coupling law was defined by integrating experimental data and
theoretical references. The general formulation to solve the coupling fluid-flow and geomechanics in a
finite element setting problem is formulated in [6].
The porosity and permeability variations as a function of different confining stresses were
investigated via dedicated laboratory tests carried out on samples retrieved from PLQ1D1A and
PLQA5 levels, in the Carola Formation. In particular, loading and unloading ramps were imposed
under a hydrostatic loading condition. The majority of the tests were performed by imposing a
confining cycle at increasing stress steps of 2, 6.5, 8 and 10 MPa to reproduce loading conditions
during fluid production. Some specimens were subsequently subject to a new loading cycle (of 2, 4.5,
8, MPa stress steps) and to an unloading cycle (of 8, 4.5, 2 MPa stress steps) to investigate the specimen
hysteretic behavior. This test reproduced the reservoir stress state not only during the production phase
(loading condition) but also during the subsequent re-pressurization phase due to water encroachment
(unloading condition).
The experimental data show deformation behavior governed by permeability variation as a
function of the confining stress, rather than a porosity variation. This behavior is also stated in
published technical research. As reported by [32], the net effective increase due to production can alter
the detailed pore geometry of the reservoir rock, specifically the shape and dimensions of the pore
bodies and the pore throats: the predominant effects are in terms of permeability variation rather than
porosity change. Furthermore, where rock formation exhibits important anisotropic permeability, the
full permeability tensor can be modified by the deformation of the rock with consequent changes in the
directionality of the fluid flow [33]. Also [5,6] report that in case of rock masses exhibiting anisotropic
permeability (as the Adriatic sedimentary sequences under investigation) coupling stress/permeability
analysis can improve the quality of the results.
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For all of the above considerations, the available measurements were interpreted according to the
well-known Carman-Kozeny relation, which is adopted as coupling law. Considering the formulation
rearranged by [34], the law expresses permeability variation as a function of porosity variation:
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Results also show that subsidence phenomena evolution is strongly affected by both primary
drive mechanism (i.e., strong aquifer support, medium aquifer support and gas expansion) and
geomechanical characterization (i.e., dynamic and static elastic modulus).
The worst case scenario assumes gas expansion (maximum depletion greater than the other cases)
as production mechanism and static elastic parameters: forecast subsidence shows the maximum
vertical displacement and the maximum radius of subsidence. Furthermore, during the following
40 years of monitoring the subsidence bowl remains almost unaltered. In the best case scenario,
characterized by dynamic elastic moduli and the support of a strong active aquifer, the subsidence
bowl is more limited; with maximum vertical displacement 4–7 times lower than that of the worst case.
Moreover, water encroachment should ensure a total recovery of induced subsidence at the end of the
re-pressurization phase.
The subsidence results fall within a range bounded by the static and the dynamic domain.
The
hypothesis
of using dynamic elastic moduli should realistically represent the stress-strain behavior
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6. Conclusions
6. Conclusions
The effect of coupling techniques for subsidence phenomena simulation induced by gas
The effect of coupling techniques for subsidence phenomena simulation induced by gas
exploitation was investigated in this paper. To this end, a synthetic case representing a typical
exploitation was investigated in this paper. To this end, a synthetic case representing a typical
off-shore, shallow, weakly compacted, multi-layered gas reservoir of the Adriatic Sea was built and
off-shore, shallow, weakly compacted, multi-layered gas reservoir of the Adriatic Sea was built and
populated on the basis of high quality data from an existing gas-bearing formation (off-shore
populated on the basis of high quality data from an existing gas-bearing formation (off-shore Croatia).
Croatia).
These sedimentary sequences exhibit anisotropic permeability, so they represent an appropriate
These sedimentary sequences exhibit anisotropic permeability, so they represent an appropriate
domain to investigate the improvement in phenomena simulation via coupling stress and
domain to investigate the improvement in phenomena simulation via coupling stress and
permeability [5,6]. Furthermore, available laboratory data performed on the investigated formation
permeability [5,6]. Furthermore, available laboratory data performed on the investigated formation
showed strong permeability stress-dependent behavior.
showed strong permeability stress-dependent behavior.
The subsidence analyses were carried out through the coupling between fluid-flow and
The subsidence analyses were carried out through the coupling between fluid-flow and
stress-strain phenomena, based on the preliminary definition of three numerical models, i.e.: geological,
stress-strain phenomena, based on the preliminary definition of three numerical models, i.e.:
fluid-flow and geomechanical. The weakest coupling approach considers pressure field as independent
geological, fluid-flow and geomechanical. The weakest coupling approach considers pressure field
from induced rock mass deformations whereas, a more complicated numerical technique allows
as independent from induced rock mass deformations whereas, a more complicated numerical
petrophysical parameter update based on net effective stress variation.
technique allows petrophysical parameter update based on net effective stress variation.
In the analyzed case, net effective stress increase generated by a realistic but stressing production
In the analyzed case, net effective stress increase generated by a realistic but stressing
strategy is very limited (about 4–5 MPa at maximum depletion); consequently, even in a weakly
production strategy is very limited (about 4–5 MPa at maximum depletion); consequently, even in a
consolidated and high anisotropic formation, the system stress-strain evolution remains always
weakly consolidated and high anisotropic formation, the system stress-strain evolution remains
within the elastic domain and the deformation magnitude is extremely narrow (10−4 m/m).
always within the elastic domain and the deformation magnitude is extremely narrow (10−4 m/m).
The compaction-induced porosity reduction is negligible (about 0.5 p.u. max) and the maximum
The compaction-induced porosity reduction is negligible (about 0.5 p.u. max) and the maximum
permeability variation reaches 12% considering the conservative case. If gas withdrawal induced
permeability variation reaches 12% considering the conservative case. If gas withdrawal induced
plastic deformation and/or shear failure, the porosity/permeability variation would be much
plastic deformation and/or shear failure, the porosity/permeability variation would be much more
more pronounced.
pronounced.
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The difference between the adopted coupling techniques is negligible in terms of subsidence
evolution at ground level but not in terms of compaction at reservoir level. In fact, the two-way
coupled technique could be used for better development planning by integrating reservoir, drilling and
completion management [38].
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